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centrated in the hands of a few. But
the counsellor does not talk about
law, he talks about mental well-being.
The counsellor, therefore, does not re-
commend giving power to things aro-
und us, like relatives, friends, spou-
ses or even the government, instead
he counsels the retaining of power
over ourselves which is called the
agency: the ability to choose and the
strength to take responsibility for
one's own decisions, be they good or
bad. This differentiation, between
Shakti and Durga, helps us under-
stand power. This is how, in ancient
India, people understood power. 

The evocation of Shakti transforms
shava (a corpse) into Shiva (a god).
Thus Shakti is our ability to see our-
selves as powerful and formidable.
The Shakti within makes us confi-
dent: overconfident in manic states
and underconfident in depression.
Durga was created when the power of
the gods emerged out of their bodies,
and merged to fashion a new goddess.
Thus Durga is what we create outside
us to ensure power and privilege is not
concentrated to one person and distri-
buted widely and wisely. Shakti makes
us responsible. Durga ensures we get
rights. We cannot make people respon-
sible – that is a private journey with
Shakti. But we can force them to give
rights – that is a public policy decision.

In ancient times, to be a sovereign, a
king needed an army, a fort, a treasu-
ry and able courtiers who could run a
kingdom. He also needed acknow-
ledgment of fellow kings. This was
Durga, symbolically represented as a
goddess temple that served as his pa-
lace too. Today, a businessman needs
employees, infrastructure, cash re-
serves, and managers, to run a busi-
ness. He also needs permission from
the state. That is his Durga. But all
this collapses, if either has no Shakti
or self-confidence.

The Indian state does not trust busi-
nessmen and is suspicious of them –
hence the complex laws and regula-
tions that stifle entrepreneurship
and the rise of crony capitalism that
makes the businessman so depen-
dent on the state for Durga, that he lo-
ses all self-confidence in his ability to
succeed. He has no Shakti. He is sha-
va, not Shiva. And that is not healthy
for the economy.

Shakti and Durga are two words that
can be used interchangeably for the
mother goddess. However, when we
observe these words carefully, we rea-
lise they represent two different
aspects of power. Shakti is power that
comes from within, while Durga is ro-
oted in the word ‘durg’ which means a
‘fortress’ – that which can be built
around us, and so refers to power that
comes from the outside.

Shakti is innate psychological and
physical power that we possess and
can generate but cannot transmit,
while Durga is material power that we
can pass on: weapons that we hold in
our hands, the technology that we pos-
sess to protect us, the laws that exist in
society that grant us dominance and
prevent us from getting exploited, our
status, our privileges, our titles, our
estates, our rights. Durga is thus exter-
nally manifested while Shakti rema-
ins established internally. Shakti em-
bodies motivation, drive, resilience,
patience that are key to success. But
this is not enough: we need resources,
regulations, skills, and team members
who enable us. We need Durga too.

Shakti sits inside us, enabling us to
deal with inhuman conditions, con-
tending with exploitation and opp-
ression, facing hurdles with courage
and sometimes, even humour. While
Durga is about putting laws and sy-
stems in place that prevent people
from exploiting and abusing us, the
way the Lakshman Rekha was suppo-
sed to protect Sita from Ravan.

Modern activists value Durga over
Shakti, while counsellors value
Shakti over Durga. An activist thinks
laws are oppressive and they need to
change. He advocates the change of
laws to make us feel safe and secure
and to ensure that power is not con-

Shakti Within,
Durga Without

Furthermore, the corridors should not
stop elephants from moving across man-
made state boundaries.

“We also need to facilitate interstate move-
ment of elephants. Presently, it is difficult
for the elephant to move from the Assam si-
de to Meghalaya,” said Lahkar. 

Suklabaidya said that around 750 people
and 250 elephants have died in human-elep-
hant conflicts between 2010 and 2018.

The biggest causes were electrocution (92),
followed by train accidents (54), accidental
(38), poisoning (30), poaching (20) and injury
(15). Human fatalities have also increased,
highlighting the severity of the problem.

Most of these casualties have been reported
from the districts of Sonitpur, Udalguri, Bak-
sa, Golaghat, Nagaon, Goalpara and Karbi
Anglong. Suklabaidya said Rs 85.74 crore ex
gratia has been released in the past eight ye-
ars on account of human-elephant conflict.

The government said that in order to redu-
ce the conflicts, elephant depredation squ-
ads have been formed in each district, com-
prising officials of district administration,
local villagers and NGOs. Solar fencing has
also been installed in some places.

Considering the gravity of the situation,
wildlife NGO Aaranyak has asked state go-
vernment to declare the man-elephant con-
flict a disaster.

“Declaring this as a disaster will mean the-
re will be funds for mitigation, and compen-
sation will be paid,” said Lahkar. “Present-
ly, payment of compensation for damages to
crops has huge backlog, causing anger
among farmers. Besides, there will be
SDRF and NDRF team to assist the affected
people. Uttar Pradesh has done it and it is
showing good results.”

Efforts are on to reduce the conflict. Pro-
ducts of Bhut Jolokia or chili of Capsicum
Chinese family like chilli-cakes and chilli
fences have experimentally proved effecti-
ve in keeping wild elephants at bay. The chi-
li-coated iron bar works as a deterrent for
elephants entering paddy fields or villages.

CRUSHING THE FIRST FLUSH
Tea estates of Assam, which produce 
52 percent of India’s tea, are particularly
vulnerable.

Apeejay Tea and WWF India achieved suc-
cess in reducing incidents of human-elep-
hant conflict and bringing down the finan-
cial loss at Apeejay Tea Estates by 74 per-
cent in the last three years.

Renu Kakkar, Director CSR, Apeejay Sur-
rendra Group, said: “More than half the de-
aths caused by human-elephant conflict we-
re recorded from tea gardens in Sonitpur,
when Apeejay Tea and WWF India de-
cided to work together. Low-cost solar
power fences installed across the
Apeejay Tea estates have demonstra-
ted the effectiveness in minimizing
the loss to human life and property, a
concept that has already been adop-
ted by many government and non-go-
vernment agencies in the state.”

K
hanapara is a lush-green eas-
tern suburb of Guwahati, now
home to some of the toniest fi-
ve-star hotel properties in the
Northeast. An arterial road
snakes past Khanapara and

forks out at a Y junction, the concrete dual
carriageway signalling constant human in-
trusion into the tranquil animal kingdom
just beyond Guwahati’s metropolitan li-
mits. One of those roads heads to Shillong,
while the other meanders through the outer
periphery of thick tropical forests hosting
some rare animal species in South Asia,
and leads to the easternmost corners of In-
dian territory.

By its distance from Khanapara, however,
the Amchang Wildlife Sanctuary could lite-
rally be described as located ‘next door’,
highlighting the fact that the wild is never
too far from the tamed in Assam. Exactly two
years ago, on November 27, several ‘domesti-
cated’ elephants, guided by their trained
handlers, razed to the ground hundreds of
reed huts in this reserve forest to preserve
the precious home of their ‘wild’ fraternity.

This highlights the fragile territorial pea-
ce in an eco-sensitive region where elep-
hant habitat is fast dwindling, forcing the
largest land animal to leave its forest baili-
wick and forage in plantations, paddy fields
– or even fruit-laden trucks stranded on
highways. The severity of Assam’s man-
elephant conflict made national headlines
yet again this month when a rogue elephant
- Laden, aka Krishna - died in captivity at
the Orang National Park.

DEATH IN CAPTIVITY
The rogue elephant, which was tranquilized
in the Rongjuli forest division of Goalpara
district in western Assam, was in captivity
at the Rowmari camp of Orang National
Park. It was tranquilized on November 11 by
a team of experts, led by BJP legislator from
Sootea constituency, Padma Hazarika. The
incident sparked a controversy as NGOs,
and the Congress, questioned whether the
BJP MLA transgressed his brief in shooting
the rogue elephant with a tranquilizer dart.

To minimize incidents of human-elephant
conflicts, the state needs concerted efforts to
create sustainable solutions. They include
reviving elephant habitats, removing squat-
ters from forest land, forcing industrial
units to vacate land close to elephant habi-
tats, and re-settle tribes that live off forests
away from the elephant corridors.

“Using flood lights or fencing are short-
term measures,” Dr Bibhuti Prasad Lahkar,
programme secretary of NGO Aaranyak,
told ET. “In the long term, we need to revive
the elephant habitat, and clear the encro-
achment on elephant corridors. Presently,
many elephant corridors in Upper Assam
are encroached upon by industrial units.”

The drive to increase elephant habitat is
work-in-progress. Forest Minister Parimal
Suklabaidya said that while 3,780.1102 sq km
(of the total 17,408.187 sq km) forest land in
Assam is still under encroachment, the pre-
sent government has freed 27.61 sq km hec-
tares of illegally occupied land. 

Mayday Calls from the Wild
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The first is the strength inside that enables us
to face hurdles with courage while the second
is about putting laws and systems in place that
prevent exploitation

To minimize incidents of human-elephant conflicts, Assam needs to revive elephant habitats, remove squatters
from forest land and re-settle tribes that live off forests away from the elephant corridors, Bikash Singh reports

This is a region where the elephant habitat is fast dwindling, forcing the
largest land animal to leave its forest bailiwick and forage in planta-
tions, paddy fields – or even fruit-laden trucks stranded on highways

Around 750 people and 250 
elephants have diedin human-
elephant conflicts between 2010
and 2018. The biggest causes were
electrocution (92), followed by
train accidents (54), accidental
(38), poisoning (30), poaching (20)
and injury (15). Human fatalities
have also increased, highlighting
the severity of the problem.
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among engineering students
who were male, staying in
rented accommodation, ac-
cessed the internet several
times a day, spent more than
three hours per day on the
internet and had psycholo-
gical distress, according to
the study of 1,086 people.

The World Health Organi-
zation said last year that the
dramatic increase in use of
the internet, computers,
smartphones and other elec-
tronic devices had brought
clear benefits. But it has also
led to excessive use, which
has negative health consequ-
ences. In an increasing num-
ber of countries, the pro-
blem has reached the magni-
tude of a significant public
health concern, it said.

Behavioural research
scholar Ranjan Jagannat-
han said people underesti-
mate the number of times
they are interrupted by the
smartphone and its effect on
overall productivity.

“Our study revealed that on
an average, each person gets
about 80 to 100 phone notifi-
cations a day,” Jagannathan
said, citing his own India-
specific research of 2017. He
cited another US study
which reported that a person
takes 23 minutes to regain fo-
cus on their original task af-
ter every interruption.

His response was to create
an app to fix this. It’s called
Daywise and was developed

by Jagannathan’s startup Sy-
napse. The app makes sure
that notifications are only
sent at intervals.

“The Android-only app
sends notifications in bat-
ches and also has a feature
that alerts users in case the
notification is important and
warrants immediate atten-
tion,” said Jagannathan, who
has previously worked as a re-
searcher at Duke University.

Japan Introduced the
Concept a Few Years Ago
“By staying away from the pho-
ne more often than I used to, I
am able to catch up on so many
other activities such as gym-
ming, music and reading that I
had skipped,” she said. “From
being glued to the phone alwa-
ys, I have now transformed my-
self into a person who is more
attentive to my parents and al-
so active in whatever I do.”

Internet fasting is used to we-
an people off tech addiction.
Japan introduced the concept
a few years ago after officials
found that over a half a mil-
lion children were suffering
significant consequences of
being tied to their screens.

Clinical psychologist Manoj
Kumar Sharma said internet
fasting is a conscious deci-
sion to turn off and tune out.

“Whenever people extreme-
ly addicted to gaming or stre-
aming come to us, we advise
them to take a short break af-
ter each game or show,” he sa-
id. “That often works as tech
addicts are likely to lose inter-
est to continue after a break.”

Sharma, who heads the Ser-
vice for Healthy Use of Tech-
nology (SHUT) clinic at the
National Institute of Mental
Health and Neurosciences
(Nimhans) in Bengaluru, tre-
ats as many as 10 cases of tech
addiction a week. Apart from
mental effects, such behaviour
leads to eye problems, carpal
tunnel syndrome and fatigue.

A Nimhans study in 2018 fo-
und that 27.1% of enginee-
ring students met the crite-
rion for mild addictive inter-
net use and 9.7% for modera-
te addictive internet use. It
was severe for about 0.4%. In-
ternet addiction was higher
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